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1 Introduction
Our society creates and consumes more data than ever before. This trend looks to accelerate
as more and more IoT devices come online in the following years. Keeping data safe from
malicious entities, available and quickly accessible is a daunting task. An instinctive initial
idea is to create several copies and distribute them across several failure domains. However, a
more cost-eective solution is to use erasure coding to protect against partial losses. The idea
is several decades old, yet it's adoption rate is somewhat limited by the challenges it poses.
Many types of erasure coding are used for storage. Traditional Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes like Reed-Solomon [RS60] work relatively well in centralized systems such
as those in data centers. They have minimal storage cost for a given level of reliability and are
mostly used in systematic form, therefore the original data can be accessed quickly. Unfortunately, repairing pieces lost due to hardware or software errors requires signicantly more data
to be transferred than for replicated storage. In fact, repair trac is such an important issue
that it limits the proportion of data in a data center that can be erasure coded [RSG+ 13]. One
of the ways to get around this is to use locally repairable codes that create redundancy local
to the rack. Thus, for most failures readily available bandwidth inside the rack can be used to
repair the lost data. Several commercial implementations use locally repairable codes, such as
Windows Azure Storage [HSX+ 12] and Facebook [WW14, SAP+ 13]. Dimakis et al. [DGWR07]
looked at a wider picture and examined the trade-o between storage and repair bandwidth
eciency. They proposed regenerating codes based on network coding that lie on the optimal
trade-o curve of the two. They named the two end points Minimum Storage Regeneration
(MSR) and Minimum Bandwidth Regeneration (MBR).
Unlike locally repairable codes which are tailored for specic scenarios, network coding is
more exible and can adapt on the y to changing conditions. It was devised [ACLY00] as a
way to reach a network's theoretical ow capacity in multicast settings. Instead of simply storing and forwarding information as in conventional packet-switched networks, coding-enabled
intermediary nodes employ recoding to create new linear combinations of the received symbols. Unlike traditional codes, network codes are rateless, i.e. as many coded symbols can be
created from the originals as required. Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) [HMK+ 06]
has so far been one of the most practical implementations. Coding coecients are selected at
random, therefore almost no coordination is required between the nodes of a system. Unfortunately, it is most eective in its non-systematic form and coecients must be checked to be
linearly independent if strong guarantees are needed that data can be recovered [HCLT12].
RLNC lends itself to being used in distributed, aggregated cloud storage systems as well.
Spreading data over multiple cloud services improves reliability and forces attackers to compromise multiple systems to gain access. It also provides signicantly better performance than
a single cloud approach. While replication could also be used in this regard, it is dicult to
nd the optimal scheduling for a large number of individual requests. MDS codes on the
other hand only require that a certain number of packets be retrieved and are thus much less
vulnerable to delayed requests and can hide the heterogeneity of the performance the storage
services provide. Adapting the data distribution to meet changing performance levels is an
area where RLNC's rateless nature and recoding ability should prove useful.
Although almost all of today's distributed storage systems feature a central storage controller that manages the distribution, retrieval and maintenance of data, many envision a
move towards more decentralized systems. Whether in their pure form, or as an edge caching
mechanism for cloud-based services, fog computing moves the data closer to where it is created
and consumed. Because it is at least partly based on a P2P topology, it scales better, makes
better use of existing infrastructure, reduces latency, improves throughput and removes the
1

Table 1: Table of Notation

, the number of nodes
, the number of unavailable nodes the system must support while
maintaining data availability
k , the number of original symbols
n , the number of encoded symbols
α , the number of encoded symbols stored on a node
d , the number of nodes participating in a repair/reconstruction
βi , repair/reconstruction trac of node i
γ , total repair/reconstruction trac

N
L

single point of failure characteristic of a centralized topology. Unfortunately, storing data on
mobile devices presents added challenges as the number of nodes changes continuously and
is hard to predict. Erasure codes must be able to regenerate data onto new nodes without a
central arbitrator and must be able to provide slack to account for the large variance in node
numbers. Furthermore, such systems can only sustain themselves if they possess adequate
bandwidth to ll new nodes.
One of the main obstacles in making erasure coding a more pervasive technology for storage
is the diculty in working with mutable data. If an erasure-coded le changes slightly, current
systems simply delete the old le and store the new version. A method for storing and applying
encoded dierences similarly to how today's version control systems store and apply changes
would expand the scenarios where erasure coding is used beyond archival data.
This thesis sets out to answer the following questions:

• How can the burden of repairs on storage networks be reduced? Can awareness of
topology and conditions help in this regard?
• How can coecients be checked eciently for linear dependence in codes such as RLNC?
• What are the benets to using RLNC for distributed cloud storage in terms of reliability,
retrieval performance, security and privacy?
• Is it possible to adapt the distribution of data to increase retrieval performance? If so,
what is the network cost of the adaptation?
• Can a decentralized, P2P cloud of mobile devices that regularly leave and join be used
for storing data? If so, what erasure codes ensure data survival using the least amount
of storage and network bandwidth? How does this change if the cloud contains high
availability devices or if it has a central controller?
• Is it possible to update erasure-coded data? If so, how does such a method compare to
non-encoded systems on storage eciency?

2 Methodological summary
The questions I have identied relate to three dierent scenarios with signicantly dierent
challenges. Thus, they required dierent tools to tackle. However, much of the model and
notation (summarized in Table 1) is shared among the theses.
In Thesis I I used methods from graph theory to dene constraints on the eciency of the
repair process. Central to this was the information ow graph that described how data evolves
2

in the system. I have created an application to simulate the repair process in C++ for three
distinct erasure codes. To reduce the number of computations associated with checking the
rank of a large number of coecient matrices, I used techniques from dynamic programming,
such as memoization, divide and conquer and decrease and conquer. I have implemented
all of the techniques I described in Python, then ran measurements for a large number of
parameters.
In Thesis II I characterized distributed cloud storage using simple equations and tools from
probability theory and dened the distribution of data as an integer programming problem.
I used heuristics-based methods to adapt the distribution of data with the aim of jointly
minimizing the number of retrieved linearly dependent packets, retrieval time and adaptation
cost. I have created an application in C++ using the Qt framework that uses ve cloud storage
services to serve as both a demo and a measurement platform.
In Thesis III I once again examined the information ow graph, albeit with a slightly
dierent purpose. I participated in creating a Java/C++ application that simulates data
reconstruction using replication, Reed-Solomon and RLNC. Thanks to its UI, it can replay
simulations in detail and thus make it possible to visualize the repair process as a series of steps.
I looked at several statistical measures to describe user behavior for the mobile BitTorrent
application DrTorrent [CEBC13] and used these to create a model for assessing the feasibility
of mobile storage clouds. I built an application in Python that uses traces from DrTorrent
and results from the beginning of the thesis to calculate reconstruction trac.
Finally, in Thesis IV I used simple operations from linear algebra to describe how updating
erasure-coded data can be accomplished. I then dened non-linear transformations on the
data to increase the eciency of the process and enable signaling deletions. I implemented all
algorithms in C++, then wrote a series of Python scripts to extract the necessary information
from a Git repository to measure the storage overhead of the proposed coded approach.

3 New theoretical results
Thesis I: Erasure coding in data centers
I have proposed a framework to nd the lowest cost feasible repairs in a network with
heterogeneous, dynamic transfer costs. I have dened a set of bounds on the eectiveness of
functional repair for scenarios where dierent nodes transmit dierent amounts of data to
the failed node. Finally, I have introduced a mechanism to check the feasibility of repairs for
codes that select coding coecients at random. To reduce their computational cost, I have
proposed decomposing them into smaller steps and reusing partial results.
Publications related to this thesis: [1][4]
Patents related to this thesis: [18][19]
This thesis is covered in Chapter 2 of the dissertation.

Subthesis I.1: Network-aware repair
I have proposed a repair mechanism that minimizes transfer costs and, breaking with conventional systems, takes into consideration that costs may be heterogeneous and may change over
time. Since the possible space of repairs can be large, I have examined where the feasible repairs are for three distinct erasure codes, only considering repairs that may be optimal given
an arbitrarily selected cost function. I have shown using simulations that all three codes benet
signicantly from being network-aware.
3

Denition 3.1 (network costs).

element ci,j in matrix C denotes the cost to transfer a single
packet from nodei to nodej and C[j] is column j that contains the costs associated with
transfers to nodej . ci,i = 0, i 6= j ⇒ ci,j ≥ 0.
I refer to a process as being network-aware if it tries to minimize a cost function dened
based on C. This thesis focuses on repairing lost data but some of the techniques can be
applied to other processes, for example retrieval.

Denition 3.2 (feasible repair). a repair is feasible if the resulting system maintains its ability
to reconstruct the data from any subset of nodes of a predened size (L).

Thus, unfeasible repairs don't necessarily result in immediate data loss, but rather decrease
the reliability of the system. I have proposed a framework that selects the lowest cost repair for
any erasure code and network topology. Whenever there is a change in the layout of the data
(the initial distribution of data and any subsequent repairs), the set of feasible repairs Ξ˜f is
computed for each possible subsequent node failure in advance. Thus, when nodei ∈ ΩN does
fail, the cost for each feasible repair is calculated based on up-to-date network costs (C[j]).
I have dened specialized cost functions for three erasure codes. For Reed-Solomon, let
(1) (2)
c , c , · · · , c(N −1) : c(i) ∈ set(C[f ]) \ cf,f be a permutation of costs in ascending order and
β (1) , β (2) , · · · β (N −1) the corresponding number of transferred packets. Thus, the cost of the
minimal cost repair is:
k
X
κRS =
c(i)
(3.1)
i=1

For RBT-MBR [SRKR12], a code that Repairs By Transfer(RBT) alone without encoding
or recoding, let c(i) and β (i) be dened the same way. The cost of the optimal repair:
!
N
−1
N
−L
X
X
κRBT-MBR = min
c(i) ,
(α − i + 1)c(i)
(3.2)
i=1

i=1

For RLNC at the MSR [DGWR07] point, let β (1) , β (2) , · · · , β (N −1) be a permutation of the
number of packets transferred from remaining nodes of ascending order and c(1) , c(2) , · · · , c(N −1)
the respective costs from set(C[f ]) \ cf,f .

κRLNC-MSR =

L−1
X

(i) (i)

c β

+β

i=1

(L)

N
−1
X

c(i)

(3.3)

i=L

I have included a general version for other points in the dissertation. The reduction in
the size of the repair space that must be considered is also given for all three codes. I have
implemented the proposed mechanism and showed that it greatly reduces network costs for all
three codes, albeit to dierent extents. Scenarios with more heterogeneous costs show larger
gains.

Subthesis I.2: Bounds on the eectiveness of functional repair
I have described the condition for maintaining data availability using functional repair for
heterogenous βi . I have shown that it is sucient for all network codes and also necessary if
(N − L)α = k .
(g)

(g)

Let ΩN \ nodef denote the set of surviving storage nodes in generation g , and let [S (g) ]l
(g)

(g)

be the set of its l-subsets, i.e. [S (g) ]l := {X X ⊂ (ΩN \ nodef ), |X| = l}.
4

Theorem 3.3. Consider a DSS that uses a capacity-achieving erasure code that initially has
the property of being able to recover the data from any (N − L) nodes, where (N − L)α = k.
It maintains this property through an arbitrarily large number of single node failure and repair
generations for any failure pattern if and only if the condition in Equation (3.4) is met.
X

∀g ≥ 1, ∀s ∈ [S (g) ]L :

(g)

βi

≥α

(3.4)

(g)
nodei ∈s

Corollary 3.4. Theorem 3.3 also applies if (N − L)α > k with the change that the condition
in Equation (3.4) is only sucient, not necessary.

Less formally, during a repair in generation g , any L sized selection of nodes must transfer
at least α packets for the system to be able to sustain the loss of L nodes following the repair.
This constraint is sucient to ensure that the number of edge-disjoint paths on the information
ow graph [DGWR07] between the data source and a data collector does not decrease to below
k if L nodes are subsequently lost in the following generation. It is also necessary for MSR
codes, where (N − L)α = k .

Subthesis I.3: Checking the feasibility of repairs
I have proposed a technique to check the rank of a large number of matrices (M) by decomposing
the checks into smaller steps, then reusing previously memoized results. I have shown that
nding good decompositions is a dicult problem as individual steps are instances of set cover,
an NP-hard problem. I have characterized the computational costs associated with the checks
and proposed two decomposition schemes to nd and two schemes to apply decompositions.

Denition 3.5

(Decomposition scheme). A

decomposition (D, Ψ) is a set of matrices D =

(k )
(1) (2)
(k )
{s1 , s1 , . . . , s1 1 , . . . , sj j }, where si is composed

kj ≤ Nj , M ⊂ D and a mapping Ψ to match each

from a single node to a pair of matrices from D.

of rows from i storage nodes, j ≤ N − L,
matrix in D except those containing rows

A decomposition can be represented by a directed acyclic graph that denes the dependencies between matrices. The matrices in D are the vertices of the graph and a root element
is added that connects to all nodes representing matrices in M ⊂ D. Edges go between nodes
according to Ψ to denote which pair of matrices should be transformed to upper triangular
form before tackling a given matrix. The checks are then a traversal of the graph, and each
visited vertex (matrix) is memoized in upper triangular form to reduce the number of operations in subsequent visits. The fewer matrices that need to be visited and the lower the cost
of each visit, the fewer overall computations are necessary. Memory requirements only depend
on the number and size of matrices.
I have characterized the computational costs for Gaussian elimination and introduced a
merge operation that joins two memoized matrices and transforms the results into upper
triangular form. I have given the number of division and multiplications/additions required
to merge two matrices that contain rows from a and b nodes respectively.

d(a, b) =

bα
X

aα = abα2

(3.5)

j=1



(a + b)α
m(a, b) = abα k −
+1
2
2
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(3.6)

(a) Divisions

(b) Multiplications and additions

Figure 1: Required operations for reducing a matrix (k = 6) to upper triangular form using
merging a = 2, b = 1, α = 2.
An example is shown on Figure 1, giving insight into the idea behind the approach. Previously computed 0 elements (shown with white) reduce the number of computations. I have
shown that nding the decomposition that will entail the lowest number of calculations is a
dicult problem as each step involves solving a set cover problem. I have formally described
two greedy algorithms. Decrease and conquer reduces matrices by one in each step, while
divide and conquer tries to reduce matrices in half in each step.
I have argued for applying a decomposition, i.e. traversing (D, Ψ), in a top-down manner
as it produces valuable information before a bottom-up manner.
I have shown a signicant (up to 85%) reduction in the number of computations compared
to basic Gaussian elimination for a small cost in memory. I have also shown that Gaussian
elimination is unfeasible for codes with larger repair spaces. A comparison between my two
proposed algorithms has shown that in most cases decrease an conquer is more computationally
ecient but requires more memory than divide and conquer. By memoizing matrices across
generations, a further 5-15% reduction in computations can be achieved. The dissertation
contains detailed results.

Thesis II: Distributed cloud storage using random linear
network coding
I have created a model for storing data in a distributed fashion on multiple cloud providers
using random linear network coding. I have provided theoretical results on the system's
reliability, performance and security. I have examined performance using measurements on
commercially available systems and proposed using a sparse code to adapt the data distribution
to maximize performance. I have provided an algorithm to adapt the distribution of data in
case a storage node becomes unavailable or a new one joins the system.
Publications related to this thesis: [3][8][9][10]
This thesis is covered in Chapter 3 of the dissertation.

Subthesis II.1: Finding the optimal data distribution
I have described and characterized a system that distributes data over cloud storage services
that employs random linear network coding. I have characterized the reliability, performance
and security of such systems and formulated the optimal data distribution as an integer programming problem.
6

I have characterized the reliability of a system that is designed to be able to lose L clouds:

X

P (L, N, {pi }) = 1 −

N
Y
(1 − pi )ai pi1−ai ,

(3.7)

a1 +...+aN ≥N −L i=1

where pi is the outage probability, ai ∈ {0, 1} indicates that cloud i is down or not. For the
case of pi = p, ∀i = 1, ..., N , this simplies to
L  
X
N
P(L, N, p) = 1 −
(1 − p)N −t pt .
t
t=0

(3.8)

In order to maximize download speed, a fraction ri from cloud ci must be requested such
that all clouds complete the delivery of the data simultaneously. Thus, the fraction of the le
requested from cloud ci is:
Ri
.
(3.9)
ri = PN
R
i
i=1
If we consider there is asymmetric round trip delays until the packets are received, where Di
represents the round trip delay from cloud ci , then
!
P
Ri
cj ∈C Rj (Dj − Di )
1+
ri = PN
.
(3.10)
F
R
i
i=1
If both reliability and download speed are important factors in the design, then the fraction
of the data stored, Pi , stored in cloud ci needs to be


1
, ri
(3.11)
Pi = max
N −L
Let us dene Cm as the set of distinct subsets of C (set of clouds) missing exactly m cloud elements each. For example, C1 = {C \ c1 , C \ c2 , ..., C \ cN }, and C2 =
{C \ {c1 , c2 }, C \ {c1 , c3 }, ..., C \ {cN −1 , cN }}. Then, as long as:
X
max
Pi < 1,
(3.12)
C∈CL+1

ci ∈C

the condition for security is preserved. This provides an interesting result, namely, that there
is room for providing higher download speeds without compromising security albeit with some
additional storage cost. I have dened the storage cost of the system:

H(N, L, F, P ) =

L
N
·F =F +F ·
,
N −L
N −L

(3.13)

Let us consider that we have a storage cost of H = NN−L · F and a cost of having the data
unavailable Uc and both can be expressed as a monetary cost. The optimal choice for L will
be given by the problem:

min(H(N, L, F, P ) + Uc · P (L, N, {pi }))
L

(3.14)

Let κi be the cost of storing one packet on cloud ci . I have formulated the data distribution
problem as an IP optimization problem using the previous equations in such a way that storage
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cost is minimized subject to availability and retrieval performance constraints for given N , L,
k , Ri :
N
X
min
αi · κi such that
i=1

αi ≥ max

k
,
PN
(N − L)
i=1 Ri
Ri

!

(3.15)

αi , N, L ≥ 0, and αi , N, L ∈ N

Subthesis II.2: Characterizing retrieval performance
I have examined retrieval performance, comparing a network coded approach to replication
based on several aspects. I have shown that although erasure codes require additional decoding
time to retrieve a le, it is small compared to the benet of not having to deal with stragglers.

I have shown using measurements that aggregating several clouds increases retrieval performance signicantly, regardless of the packet request window. I have conducted an extensive
measurement campaign focused on the characteristics of the dierent clouds storage services.
I have found that the number of packet clouds are able to serve is signicantly dierent and
varies in time. Even services that provide similar rates can have very dierent packet serving
patterns. This makes scheduling packets in a replicated system dicult as the individual variance in the distribution of packets served by each cloud adds up. Just as signicantly, even a
single straggler may delay the whole retrieval process signicantly.

Denition 3.6 (straggler). A straggler is a requested packet that takes signicantly longer
to download then expected.
MDS-like codes such as RLNC avoid these problems by being able to decode once enough
packets arrive. Individual variance is cancelled out to a certain degree since a cloud that is
performing worse than expected can be compensated by one that is performing better. I have
applied this idea to replication and proposed a simple data distribution and retrieval algorithm
to alleviate some of these issues.
Let us order the clouds in decreasing order based on their performance: c1 , c2 , . . . , cN ,
where ci precedes cj if and only if Ri ≥ Rj . Let us create pairs from the fastest and slowest
clouds in the list, removing them in the process. If there is an odd number of clouds, the last
cloud will not be paired and will receive half the work of the other pairs. Each pair will be
sized segment of the le. The last cloud or pair of clouds may
tasked with supplying a 2k
N
need to provide slightly more packets to cover the whole le. In each pair, the faster cloud
requests packets in ascending order, while the slower cloud does the same in descending order.
Thus, if a cloud's rate becomes lower than long-term measurements suggest, its pair will try to
compensate. Furthermore, if each pair of clouds takes the same amount of time to download
its part of the le, then scheduling is optimal.
Finally, I have shown using measurements that stragglers have a very large impact on
retrieval performance for replicated data. Because MDS codes are less aected, RLNC shows
better performance and much lower variance. Results are summarized on Figure 2.

Subthesis II.3: Adapting the data distribution to the current performance of the
storage clouds
I have proposed four algorithms to dynamically adapt the data distribution to the current
transfer rates oered by the clouds. I have formulated the benets of using a sparse code
8
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Figure 2: Distribution of download times for RLNC and replication.

to enhance data retrieval performance and have shown with measurements that it provides
signicant adaptation bandwidth saving whilst maintaining retrieval performance close to that
of a dense code. Finally, I have described a simple algorithm to change the data distribution
when a cloud joins or leaves the system.

Denition 3.7

(code density). The density of a code is the ratio of non-zero coecients to
the total number of coecients used when encoding or recoding a packet. A network coded
packet is said to be dense when it is generated from a linear combination of original or other
coded packets using a large number of non-zero coecients. Conversely, a sparse packet is a
linear combination of only a few non-zero coecients.

At the core of my scheme lies the idea of maintaining high reliability of critical data storage
using a dense code, while using an ecient sparse recoding mechanism for providing dierent
clouds with performance enhancing storage. The former type corresponds to the minimal
storage needed to guarantee reliability of the data, which will only require a reconguration if
a cloud joins, leaves, or is in outage. The latter is meant to handle the dynamics in download
speed of the various cloud providers and, thus, requires changes in a shorter time-scale. To
strike a good balance between network use for download of data and network use for adaptation
to changing conditions, I propose a sparse code.
I have described the recoding bandwidth problem, the joint minimization of

• B : the number of packets transferred for adaptation  adaptation cost
• X : the number of extra packets needed during data retrieval to reconstruct the original
le  linear dependence in the system
• T : the time required to retrieve and reconstruct the original le in seconds  retrieval

performance

I have also devised and implemented a dense recoding mechanism and two simple replication
based approaches to use as comparison to the proposed sparse solution.

Denition 3.8 (intercloud copy (I)).

Adaptation method that copies a single packet from a
slower node (Pi > ri ) to a faster node (Pj < rj ).
9
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Figure 3: Comparing retrieval performance related to adaptation cost. Numbers on top of
markers show the maximum number of packets each of the ve clouds can store.
Since it does not involve removing packets, it does not break the reliability criterion. It
transfers only a single packet (B = 1). If the old and new packets are used together for data
retrieval, it will increase both X and possibly T .

Denition 3.9 (intracloud copy (II)). Adaptation method that replicates an existing packet
on the same node.

This has no cost on bandwidth (B = 0), however it is expected to behave worse than
(I) due to the redundancy that is introduced among packets which have a high probability of
being used for data retrieval. This is a consequence of the fact that the probabilities associated
with packets on faster nodes of being used for data retrieval are greater.

Denition 3.10

(dense recoding (III)). Adaptation method, where the new packet is generated as a linear combination of k existing packets from other nodes, which is the number
necessary to decode the original le.

This approach, combined with similar checks to those described in the previous chapter,
eliminates linear dependence (X ), thus improving retrieval performance (T ). The downside is
that the cost of B = k is very high.

Denition 3.11

(sparse recoding (IV)). Adaptation method that uses recoding similarly to
(III), but creates linear combinations of much fewer packets. I am concerned with the case of
combining a single packet from each of the other storage nodes.
Key to improving the eciency of sparse recoding is the introduction of a packet request
and a packet recode order. Let packets be requested from the clouds during retrieval in a
particular order. Then the packet recode order should be the exact opposite. Since a recoded
packet is not linearly dependent with the other packets used for retrieval with high probability
as long as at least one of the packets it was combined from is not retrieved, the two orderings
reduce linear dependency among retrieved packets. This in term improves system performance.
I have shown using measurements that sparse recoding shows performance very close to the
dense approach while using up to 9x less adaptation trac, as shown on Figure 3.
I have briey touched on handling changes in the number of clouds and have shown measurement results on the overall robustness of the system, including a case where the system
quickly adapted the distribution of data to a signicant event, with only a slight drop in
performance.
10

Thesis III: Erasure coding for fog computing
I have examined the high-churn environment of mobile storage clouds and proposed reconstruction strategies to maintain reliable data storage. I have looked at how network coding
can maintain cloud integrity in an uncoordinated system using both simulations with three
dierent node failure patterns and an analysis of the information ow graph. I have dened
the criteria for a self-sustaining mobile cloud and used a trace from a mobile P2P system to
assess the practical feasibility of mobile storage clouds. I have proposed a two-phase scheme
to predict node availability and performed statistical analysis on user behavior in a mobile
P2P system.
Publications related to this thesis: [2][5][6][11][12][13]
This thesis is covered in Chapter 4 of the dissertation.

Denition 3.12

(cloud integrity). ability of a data collector to recover the original data by
connecting to all storage nodes.

Most of the presented measurements in this thesis aim to quantify the probability that
cloud integrity is maintained after g generations of node failure and reconstruction. After
lling up the new L nodes according to strategy S , cloud integrity is checked over all N nodes.
If successful, the procedure starts from the beginning until g generations are completed. The
tests are repeated several times

Denition 3.13 (success probability(pgS )).

of tests.

the ratio of successful tests to the overall number

Subthesis III.1: Maintaining cloud integrity in high-churn environments
I have evaluated the eectiveness of dierent erasure codes for high churn decentralized distributed storage systems. I have proposed three repair strategies for RLNC and compared their
eectiveness to traditional coding techniques subject to storage and network constraints. I have
introduced three node failure patterns, one based on real-world traces, and shown that RLNC
is more eective in maintaining cloud integrity even if Reed-Solomon and replicated solutions
have the benet of using a central controller.
I have presented three approaches to reconstruct data in high-churn environments based on
network coding: postrecoding, prerecoding and hybrid recoding. For the sake of comparison,
I have also dened methods for replication and ReedSolomon, both with and without a central
storage controller.

Denition 3.14

(postrecoding). d parent nodes convey all available dα information to the
L new nodes. Each node out of L recodes over all dα received packets storing only α segments
and discarding the remaining (d − 1)α.

Denition 3.15 (prerecoding).

each of the d nodes recodes over its own α packets sending
only dα/de to each new node. For each new node, dierent coded versions are generated. The
receiving node stores the received coded versions without any further actions.

Denition 3.16 (hybridrecoding). each parent recodes over its own packets sending dλ·α/de

to each of the L new nodes. The values for λ are between 1 and P , where λ = 1 corresponds to
the prerecoding and λ = d to the postrecoding approach. Each new node receives dλα/ded
over which it recodes again in order to store α packets.
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Figure 4: Probability of successfully recovering the data after g generations with constraints
on storage (α) and the number of parents (d). N = 15.
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I have given the trac cost γS of each approach:

γpost = dαL
lαm
dL
γpre =
d
l λα m
γhybrid =
dL
d
γRS,random = λdαL
γRS,control = k + α(L − 1)
γRepl,random = λdαL
γRepl,control = λdα

(3.16)

I have employed three node failure models to establish the expected performance of erasure
codes in realistic settings. First, I examined single node losses as this is the most commonly
used model and makes my results comparable to previous eorts. Second, I looked at concurrent losses. Finally, I introduced a sinus wave-like variation in the number of nodes. I based
this model on patterns observed in user behaviour of DrTorrent [CEBC13].
I have found that for all of the examined failure patterns network coding signicantly
outperforms replication and Reed-Solomon in maintaining cloud integrity for a given number
of parents and available storage. This remains true even if the former two have a central
storage controller to coordinate reconstruction. The dissertation contains a large number of
simulation results, Figure 4 shows results for the single node loss pattern.
I have examined the impact of eld size on the eectiveness of recoding and showed using
experiment that GF(28 ) presents only a small compromise in terms of cloud integrity compared
to larger elds GF(216 ) and GF(232 − 5). Thus, encoding and decoding overhead can be kept
low in practical systems as lookup tables for GF (28 ) t in the memory of most modern systems.

Subthesis III.2: Bounds on the eectiveness of recoding
I have shown that the reason for RLNC's eectiveness lies in its recoding ability by examining
information ow graphs and establishing constraints on the parameters of the system.

I have determined lower bounds on the number of parents that are needed to maintain
cloud integrity for the network coded approaches. I studied a non-coordinated model where
β is homogeneous and imposed the restriction that the most important parameters (α, β, γ )
be positive integers.

Denition 3.17

(Robust Data Recoverability (RDR)). : a system has the RDR property if
and only if data can be recovered from any set M g of non-failing nodes in generation g , where
|M g | = d αk e.
The RDR property is a generalization of the MDS property, introduced to handle cases
where k - α, common for RLNC.

Proposition 3.18. Considering a storage network with a xed set of values for k, N, α and

a reconstruction transition with xed values for β and d that maintains the RDR property
between at least one pair of consequent generations l and l + 1, then this transition will also
maintain the RDR property for any generation g ∈ N+ .
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I have dened a set of sucient criteria for maintaining the RDR property over a reconstruction transition:



 
k − (d αk e − 1)α
k
−1+
d≥
α
β
N ≥d+1
α ≥ dβ,

(3.17)

where k, α, β ∈ N+ .

Subthesis III.3: Assessing the feasibility of a mobile storage cloud
I have established the requirements for a self-sustaining mobile cloud and analyzed traces from
a popular mobile P2P application to validate that such a system is practically feasible. I have
looked at the eects of the variations of node numbers on data availability if high-availability
storage nodes are present in the system.

Denition 3.19 (self-sustainability).

a mobile storage cloud is said to be self-sustaining if it
can ll newly joined nodes using the bandwidth of current nodes.
I have dened this requirement for the entire mobile cloud for a given period of time:

Ch (∆t) ≤

B(∆t)
γ

(3.18)

where Ch is the rate at which new nodes join the system, B is the total amount of upload
bandwidth available from potential parents and γ is the reconstruction trac for one newly
joined node. ∆t is the period of time of the observation. The maximum amount of data that
can be transferred to every newly joined node limits the total amount of storage the system
can use:
γmax (∆t)
(3.19)
αmax (∆t) ≤
λ
In the case of RLNC λ = 1 is equivalent to trac-light precoding, while λ = d to trac
heavy postrecoding. This is a potentially important practical limitation, therefore γmax is an
important metric of the system:
B(∆t)
γmax (∆t) =
(3.20)
Ch (∆t)
It is a natural property of the mobile cloud that nodes leave(NL ) and join(NJ ) at arbitrary
points in time. The reconstruction process maintains data availability despite this, however
it is only eective as long as there are enough new nodes to balance out leaving nodes. The
system must therefore have some slack to account for time spans when the number of leaving
nodes is higher than the number of joining nodes. Having redundancy (R, R0 = R/100 + 1)
in the erasure code achieves this slack:

R0 ≥

N
N − NL + NJ

(3.21)

By employing a number of high availability nodes(NA ), this requirement can be relaxed:

R0 ≥

N
N − NL + NJ + NA

(3.22)

I have used statistical methods on a trace from DrTorrent, an Android-based BitTorrent
application to describe user behavior in a mobile P2P system. I have found that as the mean
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of the number of nodes increased over time, its standard deviation decreased, despite a larger
number of newly joined nodes. I have selected a period of one month for closer examination,
observing and characterizing the time users spend online and oine and the time elapsed
between new node joins. I have also observed that the concurrent number of nodes follows a
normal distribution.
Based on the aforementioned traces, I have conducted a measurement of the required
bandwidth needed to ll the newly joined nodes, taking into consideration individual device
constraints. I have compared this to that oered by the system and found that the aggregated
bandwidth was sucient to ll nodes with an order of a magnitude more data than the
storage capacity of current devices. Finally, I examined the eect of high-availability nodes on
preventing data loss and showed that cloud integrity can be maintained with signicantly less
redundancy if a small number of these nodes are present. A further reduction can be obtained
if the system is able to detect and react quickly enough to the sudden loss of a large number
of nodes.

Subthesis III.4: Predicting node availability using a two-phase model
I have proposed a method of using device-local knowledge to predict the availability of a single
node using a binary classier and created a model for aggregating the individual predictions.
The resulting formula can be used to calculate the required level of redundancy needed in a
distributed storage system to be able to recover the stored data with a given degree of condence.
I have built a simple simulation that models mobile devices in a P2P network. I have
proposed a device-local predictor of node availability and trained the model with the following
data: the average number of nodes a device was able to reach, the percentage of time the
node was unable to reach any other nodes measured from the last poll, the charge level of the
battery, the available storage space on the device and the age of the device. I have proposed
using logistic regression as a binary classier and compared it to a naive Bayes classier and
an alternating decision tree using 10fold crossvalidation. Results are summarized in Table
2 and show that logistic regression is reasonably accurate, while having an acceptable model
build time.
Accuracy (Overall)
Accuracy (Available)
Accuracy (Unavailable)
Model build time

Logistic regr.
78.3%
94.3%
38.5%
7.85s

Naive Bayes
75.4%
82%
57.7%
2s

AD Tree
81%
95.9%
44.1%
82.93s

Table 2: A comparison of classication methods
I have proposed aggregating the local predictions in a central location to predict the number
of available nodes in the following time span. I have given formulas and showed through an
example how to calculate the required redundancy of a mobile storage cloud to achieve a given
condence level in maintaining cloud integrity.
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Thesis IV: Updating erasure coded data
I have proposed a novel method to update fragments encoded with a linear block code. First,
I proposed a general method and showed how it can handle changes, deletions and additions
to the data. I have characterized its overhead compared to a non-encoded approach for
bursty changes. Second, I provided detailed algorithmic descriptions for the individual steps
and proposed a method to remap data in order to signal deletions. Finally, I showed using
measurements on a Git repository, that the proposed approach requires several orders of
magnitude less storage then a naive solution and is comparable to a non-encoded approach.
Publications related to this thesis: [3][7]
Patents related to this thesis are: [20]
This thesis is covered in Chapter 5 of the dissertation.

Subthesis IV.1: Representing and applying modications in an encoded form
I have presented a general overview of how changes can be applied to a le that is stored in an
erasure coded distributed storage system. I have examined three types of changes: modifying
and deleting individual parts and adding new elements to existing data. I have described the
expected storage overhead of representing changes in an encoded form compared to a nonencoded form.

To begin with, I examined updating individual changed elements. Let M be the original
le in matrix form, with each row a dierent packet that is stored on a storage node, and V
the linear coecient matrix used in all operations. Then, the initial encoding of data is:

X=V·M

(3.23)

Suppose data is later changed on the client side M → M0 and the client calculates the
dierence M̂ between the original and the modied le.

Denition 3.20 (unencoded dierence M̂). a matrix representing the dierence between two
versions of a le M̂ := M0 − M
This can then be used to generate the encoded updates for the original encoded packets
by taking the product of M̂ and the original coecients, which remain unchanged.

Denition 3.21

(encoded dierence X̂). a matrix representing the dierence between two
versions of a le in an erasure-coded form X̂ := V · M̂
Each row of X̂ corresponds to an encoded dierence packet and is sent to the storage node
that has the data associated with the coecients in that row of V. If the storage node can
perform computations on the data, it can apply the dierence once it receives it using simple
matrix addition. Otherwise, this operation is performed on the client during data retrieval:

X0 = X + X̂

(3.24)

Proposition 3.22. The changed version (M0 ) of a le can be recovered by decoding

(M0 = V−1 · X0 ) the encoded representation of the change (X0 ), where V is the invertible
encoding matrix associated with the linear block code used to encode the original le and the
unencoded dierence.

Denition 3.23 (bursty change).

modications, deletions or additions in the stored version
of the data that aect subsequent elements.
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Let nz(A) denote the number of non-zero elements of matrix A and let κ(len) := nz(X̂)
after encoding a change of len consequent elements in M0 using a completely dense encoding
matrix to get X̂.

Denition 3.24

(Overhead of encoded updates O(len)). the storage and network overhead
of representing a bursty change of length len in an encoded form compared to a non-encoded
−1 .
form. O(len) := κ(len)
len
Using the natural representation of data, the overhead of encoded updates is:

Onat (len) =

min(pac_len, len) · n
−1
len

(3.25)

With len ≥ pac_len, the number of non-zero elements in the encoded change packets reaches
the size of the original encoded packets, making storing each version of the le as costly
as storing multiple copies of the le. By transforming data in M from row-continuous to
column-continuous (Mt ), the overhead drops dramatically:

E[κtransf (len)]
− 1, where
len



len
(len mod n) − 1
E[κtransf (len)] =
+1+
n
n
n
E[Otransf (len)] =

(3.26)
(3.27)

Theorem 3.25. The expected overhead of representing a coded bursty change in

Mt is at

Corollary 3.26. The expected overhead of representing a coded bursty change in

Mt tends

most

2n−2
len

.

to 0 as the length of the change tends towards the length of the le and the length of a packet
tends towards innity.
I have shown that deleting elements can be performed in the same way if we can set aside
an element of the nite eld to signal deletions and has the same overhead.
I have dened a method to add elements to a le. In order to ensure that data lines up
with the original version, I proposed padding some of the matrices with the special deletion
symbol. Apart from this change, the mathematical operations are mostly unchanged from
modifying and deleting elements. I have dened the expected overhead for adding elements:



(len mod n) − 1
len
+1+
n+n
(3.28)
E[κtransf (len)] =
n
n

Corollary 3.27. The expected overhead of representing a coded bursty insertion in Mt is at
most

3n−2
len

.

Corollary 3.28. The expected overhead of representing a coded bursty insertion in Mt tends

to 0 as the length of the insertion tends towards the length of the le and the length of a packet
tends towards innity.

Subthesis IV.2: Detailed algorithmic description
I have described the algorithms required for the three supported operations in great detail. The
thorough presentation focuses on showing further aspects that must be taken into consideration
to ensure that the proposed method can be applied with eciency close to that of theoretical
results. I have proposed a low-overhead method to remap symbols, necessary for signaling
17

deletions. Finally, I have shown using measurements in a version control system that the size
of the coded changes is comparable to the non-encoded approach.

I have given an overview of the three supported operations for updating coded data and
a thorough, formal description of all algorithms that make up each of these. I have included
both high-level (example is given on Figure 5) and low-level illustrations, where necessary.
One of the most important steps is the remapping algorithm that allows the signaling of deletions using elements of the nite eld in question. Encoding and decoding can be performed
seamlessly on the remapped data, without garbling it or losing deletions signals.
0

ins, ind
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M̂rt
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ENCODE DIFF
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UNMAP
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0

Mr −

REMOVE INS. EL.

Xrt+

APPLY DIFF

Client

−1

Mr0

TRANSF.

0

Mrt

DECODE

0

Xrt

Figure 5: Overview of adding elements
I have dened how much storage and trac are added by the remapping step.

Denition 3.29 (Remapping overhead O

). The ratio of the additional elements inserted
to signal deletions to the length of the original le.
remap

j

f ile_len
q

k

+



f ile_len
q

−

j

f ile_len
q

k

(3.29)
f ile_len
All blocks apart from the last one have 1 remapping element for q-1 data elements. For
larger les, the overhead is approximately 1q , as the impact of the last block diminishes:

OPremap =

1
(3.30)
f ile_len→∞
q
I have implemented all algorithms and used a Git repository for measurements. I have
extracted the changes from the repository as line-based modications and applied the proposed
solution. I have shown using measurements that the overhead of a coded representation is
reduced by 5 orders of magnitude compared to a naive approach. This makes it comparable
in size to the non-encoded representation with a dierence between 34% to 64% depending on
the number of symbols.
lim

OPremap =

4 Application of the new results
All of the most important scientic results of the thesis have been validated using simulations
or measurements performed on real-world systems.
Results from Thesis I have been used in the development of a storage system prototype at
Cisco Systems. Some of the knowledge gained as part of the work described in Thesis II is
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being put to use in creating a key-value store for SecureCloud, a cooperative eort between
EU an Brazilian universities and tech companies. The main ideas from Thesis II form the
basis of Skyok, a storage service oered by Chocolate Cloud, a Danish startup that focuses
on erasure coding for distributed storage systems. Results from Thesis III and IV are part of
the portfolio of Chocolate Cloud and Code On Technologies, a technology spin-o of MIT.
The practical applicability is also backed by the three submitted international patents.
Two of these cover Thesis I and are part of Cisco System's portfolio. The third covers Thesis
IV and is a joint submission by AAU and BME.
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